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REPORT QUALIFICATIONS/ASSUMPTIONS & LIMITING CONDITIONS

Oliver Wyman was commissioned by New York Digital Investment Group (“NYDIG”) to provide relevant industry 

expertise and conduct research to support the development of this report.  The primary audience for this report includes 

U.S. life and P&C insurers.

Oliver Wyman shall not have any liability to any third party in respect of this report or any actions taken or decisions 

made as a consequence of the results, advice or recommendations set forth herein.

This report does not represent investment advice or provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any 

and all parties.  This report does not represent legal advice, which can only be provided by legal counsel and for which 

you should seek advice of counsel.  The opinions expressed herein are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as 

of the date hereof.  Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to 

be reliable but has not been verified.  No warranty is given as to the accuracy of such information.  Public information 

and industry and statistical data are from sources Oliver Wyman deems to be reliable; however, Oliver Wyman makes 

no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and has accepted the information without 

further verification.  No responsibility is taken for changes in market conditions or laws or regulations and no obligation 

is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
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Introduction

The American classic, Rip Van Winkle, asks the reader to imagine what it would be like to fall asleep in a world at the 

cusp of change and wake up, twenty years later, to a world transformed. 

A modern-day Rip Van Winkle need not wait so long. Technological progress is changing the world at a spectacular pace, 

from how we shop to how we get around to how we work and interact with each other. It is also changing how the world 

saves and invests, as evidenced by the ascent of bitcoin. In 2008, bitcoin was only a white paper, a notion of digital money 

dreamt into the world by a pseudonymous developer. By 2013, it was making headlines as Cypriot depositors moved 

cash from banks to bitcoin for safekeeping. By 2017, the first bitcoin futures traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 

and by 2021, the first country had adopted bitcoin as legal tender.1  

Insurers, who oversee trillions of dollars of assets and play an indispensable role in securing financial well-being, have 

a unique opportunity to help individuals prepare for a potential future in which bitcoin plays an increasingly important 

role in the world’s capital markets, in foreign exchange, and in individuals’ day-to-day lives.  

Most insurers have likely watched the rapid rise of bitcoin and the ecosystem that supports it with equal parts fascination 

and bewilderment. We think the time has come for insurers to formulate a strategy to address the potential opportunity 

that bitcoin creates. This paper provides foundational information for those insurers who are in the early stages 

of thinking about what bitcoin can mean for their businesses as well as more detailed advice and guidance to those 

who are further down the path of deciding on their approach. We offer perspectives on three fundamental questions: 

• Why now? In section 2, we argue that a combination of market factors and the current positioning of insurers’ 

businesses are driving the present adoption of bitcoin. In particular, insurers require creative solutions to address 

the twin problems of low investment yields and lackluster premium growth. Bitcoin presents opportunities to 

address both challenges, and progress in the regulation and infrastructure surrounding bitcoin now enables 

insurers to pursue those opportunities.

• Does bitcoin have a place in an asset strategy? In section 3, we describe the financial and strategic motivations 

for insurers to invest in bitcoin. Financially, some insurers see bitcoin as a diversifying source of return that 

will allow them to deliver greater value to policyholders in the years to come, particularly as yields remain at 

historically low levels. Strategically, investments in bitcoin today contribute to the infrastructure, processes, 

and stakeholder education required to write and sell bitcoin-linked products in the future. We further address 

the potential implications for regulatory capital, ratings, and shareholder management, as well as important 

implementation considerations.

1. Nel son Renteria, Tom Wil son, Karin Strohecker, “In a world first, El Salvador makes bitcoin legal tender,” Reuters, June 9, 2021, 
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/el-salvador-approves-first-law-bitcoin-legal-tender-2021-06-09/.
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• Does bitcoin have a place in a product strategy? In section 4, we explore bitcoin-related product development 

concepts that may address unmet client needs and, in the process, help open new avenues for growth. Specifically, 

we discuss opportunities for life insurers to provide bitcoin savings vehicles and income solutions and for P&C 

insurers to offer bitcoin-denominated coverages to players in the bitcoin ecosystem. We conclude with a discussion 

of the special asset-liability management challenges insurers may face if they decide to pursue bitcoin-related 

product opportunities.

The bitcoin market has grown in leaps and bounds—albeit with periodic setbacks—but is still in the early stages. Regulatory 

trends, which have generally been favorable, may reverse; consumer interest, which has grown and persisted over the 

past decade, may subside; bitcoin’s market dominance, which has long been undisputed, may be tested by new rivals. 

Many have a keen awareness of bitcoin’s history of sustaining large, albeit short-term, drawdowns, and of the 

public debate around bitcoin’s environmental impact. It is disingenuous not to acknowledge these risks, but at the 

same time, it is important to recognize that the entire insurance industry is predicated on prudent management and 

weighing of risk-return trade-offs, especially those that manifest themselves over long time horizons. But doing so 

requires information. That’s where this paper comes in.  

Even a year ago, the conventional wisdom was that uncertainties would prevent an insurer from entertaining a 

conversation about bitcoin. The market is shifting. The industry operates in an environment of increasing regulatory 

clarity, more sophisticated service providers, and growing acceptance of bitcoin. Some of the largest insurers are 

moving quickly, with MassMutual publicly disclosing bitcoin ownership and New York Life, Liberty Mutual, and Starr 

disclosing strategic bitcoin-related investments. 

It is now important for insurers to both recognize the risks and also plan for a potential future in which peers, investors, 

and society at large continue to adopt bitcoin lest, like Rip Van Winkle, they wake sleepily to a world transformed. It is in 

that spirit that we wrote this paper: to provide insurers with a fresh perspective on what a scenario with growing bitcoin 

acceptance could mean for the industry as they chart a course through an uncertain future.
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The paper in seven questions

1. Why are insurers considering and currently making investments in bitcoin?

Insurers are considering and making investments in bitcoin for financial and strategic reasons.

Financially, bitcoin represents a diversifying source of return in an environment characterized by persistently low 

yields that weigh on insurers’ abilities to deliver value to policyholders. Bitcoin’s appreciation throughout its existence 

reflects growing mainstream acceptance and increasing allocations in institutional portfolios. 

Strategically, insurers who invest in bitcoin will build the comfort and expertise required to develop and manage 

innovative bitcoin-linked insurance products. Meaningful demand may already exist for bitcoin in insurance, and 

bitcoin may ultimately play a larger role in peoples’ financial lives, including in insurance. This dynamic could create an 

attractive source of growth.

Further discussion: Section 3.1

2. What are the implications for regulatory capital?

Capital treatment will depend on the specific vehicles used to gain exposure to bitcoin. Some insurers may seek to gain 

exposure to bitcoin by investing in an insurance dedicated fund (“IDF”) linked to an insurance company-owned life 

insurance (“ICOLI”) policy. For life insurers, such exposures typically receive a 0% risk-based capital (“RBC”) charge, 

and for P&C insurers a 5% RBC charge.

We expect most insurers will invest in institutional bitcoin funds that are generally treated as “Schedule BA” assets and 

specifically private unaffiliated common stock. For life insurers, that implies a 24% post-tax RBC charge, and for P&C 

insurers a 20% RBC charge.

Further discussion: Section 3.2.1

3. How might an investment affect rating agency & shareholder management?

Given the size of most insurers’ exposures, we do not expect bitcoin allocations to meaningfully influence ratings, nor 

do we expect small allocations to draw strong investor reactions. 

To the extent investments in bitcoin are reflective of a broader innovation strategy, it may be constructive to the 

“innovation score” rating agencies like A.M. Best are starting to incorporate into the rating process. Otherwise, the 

closest parallel may be to similarly sized allocations to high yield or alternative assets, with uncertainty around how 
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agencies will treat bitcoin in stress testing. To date, we have not seen meaningful guidance from rating agencies on the 

treatment of bitcoin investments, though a number of AAA-rated and AA-rated insurers have made allocations.

From a shareholder perspective, allocations to bitcoin may be viewed favorably as part of a strategy to address dual 

issues of low yields and lackluster growth. Shareholders may also consider potential impacts from more material 

allocations to insurers’ earnings stability and market risk profiles. 

Further discussion: Section 3.2.2, Section 3.2.3

4. What are the main implementation decisions for insurers investing in bitcoin?

First, insurers need to select an investment vehicle. Today, insurers almost exclusively invest in private funds as they 

provide the most attractive combination of accounting treatment, liquidity, tracking error, and cost, though other 

solutions may emerge.

Second, insurers need to select institutional service providers to support custody, trade execution, and other 

related functions. Some providers have evolved to meet stringent regulatory and assurance standards with strong 

parallels to institutional providers in traditional markets; insurers should understand the standards their partners are 

subject to. Additionally, while many aspects of bitcoin custody are similar to custody of traditional assets, there are 

significant underlying technical aspects that require thorough diligence to ensure the safeguarding of shareholder and 

policyholder money. Among other topics, insurers should understand how custodians store and secure “private keys,” 

the passwords that let users access the bitcoin in their accounts.

Further discussion: Section 3.3

5. Is there a compelling value proposition for bitcoin-linked life & annuity products?

Life insurers are uniquely positioned to provide investment and insurance solutions to policyholders interested in 

obtaining an exposure to bitcoin. Insurers can offer investment products that provide tax-efficiency and guaranteed 

products that mitigate the volatility associated with investing in bitcoin. Income solutions linked to bitcoin may also 

be attractive to policyholders who believe it will hold its value during periods of inflation. As early as next year, we 

expect insurers to begin offering optional claims and benefit payments in bitcoin to help policyholders build a bitcoin 

allocation through a trusted partner.

Further discussion: Section 4.1
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6. Is there a compelling value proposition for bitcoin-linked P&C products?

Companies that participate directly in the bitcoin ecosystem and take exposures to bitcoin as part of their operations 

may benefit most immediately from a partner who can help manage risk. 

Outside of the immediate bitcoin ecosystem, some companies have started to hold bitcoin in their corporate treasuries 

and may prefer to receive claims payments on existing coverages in bitcoin. Ultimately, to the extent bitcoin continues 

to win a more prominent role in the global economy and more countries adopt bitcoin as legal tender, more companies 

may start to build risk exposures to the price of bitcoin and partner with insurance companies to manage that risk.

Further discussion: Section 4.2

7. Are there unique ALM risks an insurer should consider?

For some products, insurers may choose to hedge bitcoin exposure just as they hedge other market risks. The market 

for bitcoin and bitcoin derivatives is more developed than insurers may expect, featuring CFTC-regulated, CME-

listed contracts as well as ISDA-governed OTC-traded contracts with fast-growing trading volumes. In Q1 2021, CME 

futures daily trading volumes averaged approximately $3 billion, part of approximately $70 billion globally.2 However, 

illiquidity in some instruments including longer-dated options and high bitcoin volatility may create challenges for 

insurers designing and executing bitcoin hedging strategies. For policies that offer bitcoin-denominated coverage, 

insurers will also likely need to develop the comfort and capabilities to invest in bitcoin in their general accounts to 

match the exposure. 

Further discussion: Section 4.1.2 - Box Note 4

2. Source: Skew
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2.1 A brief history
The Bitcoin network came into existence on January 3, 2009.3 At the time, society was grappling with the fallout from 

the Great Recession, and few people were aware of Bitcoin’s launch. It took another 16 months before bitcoin was 

used for a real-world transaction, when programmer Laszlo Hanyecz famously paid 10,000 bitcoin (“BTC”) for two 

Papa John’s pizzas.

Few could have imagined the decade that would follow. The number of Bitcoin addresses, a proxy for users, has grown 

to over 30 million, and bitcoin’s market capitalization has topped $1 trillion. At March 31, 2021 exchange rates, Laszlo’s 

dinner would have cost nearly $600 million. Far from being a short-lived novelty for enthusiasts, bitcoin has proven 

resilient through years of technological, economic, and regulatory upheaval, supported by three critical properties:

• Bitcoin has hard-wired scarcity, a simple but powerful concept. Through the code of the Bitcoin network, the 

supply of bitcoin is predetermined and certain. When the last new bitcoin is created in the year 2140, it will be one 

of 21 million, of which approximately 18.6 million exist today. In a post-crisis era characterized by exploding central 

bank balance sheets, bitcoin is distinguished as a provably scarce store of value.4 

• Bitcoin is decentralized and open. The ownership and behavior of bitcoin is not determined by any government, 

corporation, or individual, but is governed by publicly accessible, or “open source,” software that dictates the rules 

and procedures of the Bitcoin network. Because the rules of bitcoin are not influenced by local politics, it is not 

exposed to the monetary mismanagement that has harmed individuals living in less stable countries; rather those 

individuals can openly access bitcoin as an alternate store of value. During the 2013 Cypriot financial crisis, for 

example, some depositors famously transferred funds from banks to bitcoin for safekeeping.5

• Bitcoin is secure. Bitcoin operates on a blockchain, or decentralized ledger of transactions, that can be viewed by 

anyone, anywhere, 24/7. Innovations in cryptography and game theory provide participants confidence that only 

valid transactions are processed and that a user’s bitcoin cannot be seized or stolen without the user’s “private key,” 

which is effectively a password granting access to the account.6

What was once a fascination primarily for computer scientists and cypherpunks has become a widely recognized 

element in today’s economy. Like other breakthrough technologies, bitcoin is following a predictable path from early 

adoption toward mainstream acceptance. Bitcoin now draws attention from institutional investors, with several early 

movers making meaningful allocations and many others far down the path of considering investments. And as of June 

2021, the first sovereign country, El Salvador, announced that it will treat bitcoin as legal tender on the basis that bitcoin 

can benefit its citizens both as a tool to facilitate remittances and as a way to secure and store wealth. Now, as global 

adoption accelerates, insurers may play an increasingly important role in the market. 

3. Bitcoin, with an uppercase “B”, refers to the software protocol that defines the ownership and behavior of bitcoin the asset (with a 
lowercase “b”). The Bitcoin protocol is akin to “SMTP ”, the protocol that makes email possible, or “HT TP ”, which allows web publishing. In 
this paper, we follow that convention and refer to bitcoin the asset with either a lowercase “b” or abbreviated as “BTC.” 4. Precious metal s, 
oil, and other commodities al so have natural scarcity. However, the supply of natural resources in the market still responds to the market 
price. If the price of gold increases ten-fold, more gold will be extracted until it is no longer profitable to do so. If the price of bitcoin 
increases ten-fold, supply will continue to increase only at the predetermined rate. 5. Jeff Cox, “Bitcoin Bonanza: Cyprus Crisis Boosts 
Digital Dollars,” CNBC, March 27, 2013, https://www.cnbc.com/id/100597242. 6. The risk then becomes that the private key itself is lost or 
stolen. We discuss the options available to institutions to protect private keys in Section 3.3.2.

2. Overview of bitcoin for insurers
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2.2 State of the market
The story of Bitcoin’s first decade was about the world discovering the what, why, and how of “bitcoin the asset.” The 

story of the next decade could be about the growth of “Bitcoin the network” and how diverse groups of institutions—

including some of the world’s leading investors—are engaging with bitcoin through long-term allocations.

We estimate as many as 16,000 institutions have already adopted bitcoin in a serious manner.7 Some companies have 

adopted bitcoin for treasury reserve investment purposes, including Stone Ridge Holdings Group (2017), MicroStrategy 

(2020), and Square (2020). 

Looking forward into 2021 and beyond, institutional demand may continue to accelerate. Notably, there is rapidly 

growing demand from long-term investors, including insurers. In this section, we emphasize three observations:

• Insurers need to innovate to address twin challenges of low yields and low growth

• Bitcoin provides new opportunities on both the asset side and the product side

• Regulations and institutional providers have evolved to enable investment

2.2.1 A need for innovation

Insurers today face serious challenges on both sides of the balance sheet. On the asset side, general account portfolio 

yields have been battered by years of historically low interest rates, as shown in the exhibit below. On the liability side, 

insurers continue to suffer from weak premium growth. From 2012 to 2019, annualized U.S. life premium grew 1.8% per 

year, and annuity sales grew just 1.4% per year; nominal GDP averaged over 4% growth over the same period.8

7. Number of institutional adopters proxied by unique bitcoin addresses holding over 100 BTC (16,050 as of May 31, 2021, according to data 
from Glassnode); on average these addresses held $ 3.7 million in bitcoin as of that date. 8. LIMR A U.S. Individual Life Insurance Yearbook 
(2019 Data). FRED nominal GDP data.

E X H I B I T  1   |   Insurers are pressured on both sides of the balance sheet 

Net yield on invested assets (%) Life and annuity sales CAGR
(2012-2019)

Annuity sales

Annualized U.S. life premiums
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Source: S&P Cap IQ; Secure Retirement Institute, U.S. Individual Annuities survey
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These challenges have placed significant strain on insurer financials. The below exhibits compare the 5-year total 

shareholder return for major insurers against their current P/E and P/B multiples. Insurer returns over the past five 

years have lagged the market, reflecting low investment yields and anemic growth, and investors expect weak growth 

to continue, as shown by mid-single digit P/E multiples for life insurers and low-teen multiples for many P&C insurers.

E X H I B I T  2   |   Annualized 5-year total return vs. current P/E and P/B multiple for insurers

Annualized return (%) Annualized return (%)

Source: S&P Global, largest life & health insurers globally by USD market cap as of June 20, 2020. P/Es are S&P Capital IQ Price/NTM earnings where 
available and Price/LTM where unavailable. For insurers with less than five years of historical returns, most recent available data is used.
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It’s a bleak picture of the industry. If nothing is done, lackluster financials will continue to impede value creation for 

policyholders and shareholders and some insurers may even struggle to maintain financial stability and credit ratings.

There is no magic cure, but the winners that emerge over the next decade will be guided by bold and intentional 

leadership. The winners may have to reimagine major aspects of their businesses, such as unlocking value from their 

in-force business, designing compelling new products, and exploring innovative investment strategies.
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2.2.2 New opportunities

Given the pressing need to innovate on both sides of the balance sheet, insurers are now turning to strategies that were 

not on their radars even a few years ago, including exploring bitcoin both as a general account allocation and as a key 

component of product development. 

In April 2021, AXA Switzerland announced an option to pay in bitcoin for non-life products citing “growing demand from 

its customers for alternative payment solutions.”9  The most public insurer bitcoin announcement was from MassMutual, 

who structured a $100 million exposure which the insurer called “measured yet meaningful,” signaling confidence in 

bitcoin’s long-term prospects.10 Bitcoin is no longer just the province of Silicon Valley disruptors and techno-libertarians.

Bitcoin for general account management

We believe insurers are seeking bitcoin exposure for two major reasons:

• Financial: In an environment characterized by persistently low yields, debt-laden economies, and the potential for 

high inflation in conventional currencies, insurers see bitcoin as a diversifying source of return that can back their 

longest-dated liabilities and deliver greater value to policyholders. Additionally, growing mainstream adoption of 

bitcoin as a form of inflation protection in institutional portfolios may provide a basis for future price appreciation.

• Strategic: Insurers are building comfort and expertise in the bitcoin ecosystem in preparation for developing 

innovative bitcoin-linked products. If bitcoin’s role in peoples’ financial lives, including in insurance, continues to 

grow, the insurers best positioned to capitalize on the opportunity will be those that have developed true expertise 

through their general accounts. We elaborate on product opportunities below.

Of course, insurers investing in bitcoin accept risks; bitcoin may fail to win mainstream adoption, whether due to 

regulatory efforts that undermine its value, changing consumer preferences, or any number of other factors. While it 

is impossible to predict the exact path that might unfold, investments in bitcoin reflect a view that—after twelve years of 

continuous operation, a market capitalization that has exceeded $1 trillion, and adoption as legal tender in a sovereign 

country—there is a distinct possibility that bitcoin becomes both a durable part of global capital markets and a growing 

presence in peoples’ financial lives. If that possibility materializes and bitcoin continues to grow, insurers’ years of 

experience managing bitcoin may then translate into superior policyholder outcomes.

Bitcoin for product development

The dynamics in the bitcoin economy create opportunities to offer consumers and institutions insurance policies that 

help them obtain and manage bitcoin exposures. 

First, there may be opportunities to serve consumer demand for bitcoin exposure. In April 2021, Oliver Wyman 

conducted a survey of U.S. consumers with at least $50,000 of annual income and found genuine interest in life and 

annuity products that allow policyholders to invest in bitcoin or receive benefit payments in bitcoin.11 The data suggest 

that offering bitcoin products may have a place in an insurer’s growth strategy.

9. Jamie Crawley, “A X A Switzerland Allows Customers to Pay in Bitcoin,” Coindesk, April 15, 2021, https://www.coindesk.com/axa-
switzerland-allows-customers-to-pay-in-bitcoin. 10. Paul Vigna, “MassMutual Joins the Bitcoin Club With $100 Million Purchase,” 
The Wall Street Journal, December 10, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/massmutual-joins-the-bitcoin-club-with-100-million-
purchase-11607626800. 11. Sur vey conducted April 2021 with 1,474 respondents. 1,001 respondents had previously seen or heard of bitcoin 
and were selected to answer questions about their attitudes toward bitcoin in insurance. Sur vey respondents were weighted to reflect the 
demographic composition of U.S. households with over $50,000 income, with a margin of error of 3.1 at a 95% confidence level.

11
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• Bitcoin is highly recognized among U.S. consumers. 68% of respondents indicated they had previously seen or 

heard of bitcoin, and 22% already own bitcoin.

• Individuals are interested in buying bitcoin-linked life and annuity policies. 50% of respondents who had heard 

of bitcoin indicated they would consider buying a life or annuity policy that lets them invest or receive benefit 

payments in bitcoin, and 58% of the same respondents expressed interest in learning more.

• Interest is particularly high among younger consumers. 68% of those aged 18 to 55 who had heard of bitcoin 

indicated they would consider buying a bitcoin life insurance or annuity policy, and 77% of the same respondents 

expressed interest in learning more. 

E X H I B I T  3   |    Consumer survey results

Awareness Interest

Selected bitcoin

All respondents Among those
aware of bitcoin

Did not select bitcoin

Source: Oliver Wyman survey of U.S. consumers with 2020 household income over $50,000. Respondents weighted to reflect demographic composition 
of U.S. households with income over $50,000.

Strongly consider buying May consider buying
Would not consider buying Not sure

Which, if any, of these 
cryptocurrencies have you 
seen or heard of before today?
n=1,474

Would you consider buying a life or
annuity policy that allows you to invest
in or receive benefits in bitcoin?
n=1,001

32%

68%

22%

28%

40%

10%

Second, there may be opportunities for P&C insurers to help institutions manage exposures to bitcoin. As bitcoin 

grows, so too does the associated ecosystem of asset managers, trading venues, custodians and other companies that 

facilitate the use of bitcoin and who may benefit from innovative bitcoin insurance solutions. For example custodians 

are responsible for the storage of private keys (the passwords needed to send bitcoin from one account to another) on 

behalf of clients. Today, there is a burgeoning insurance market covering the loss, theft, or destruction of those keys. 

Even though potential losses are directly linked to the price of bitcoin, limits are denominated in USD. Insurers who 

can develop bitcoin-denominated coverages may be able to better serve policyholders and more fully participate in the 

growth of the market.  

In the longer term, if bitcoin becomes a more ubiquitous part of the global economy, there may be a growing need 

for bitcoin-denominated insurance policies writ large. We will discuss potential innovations, both within the bitcoin 

ecosystem and more broadly, in Section 4.
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2.2.3 New capabilities

For much of the past decade, even if insurers wanted to invest in bitcoin, the infrastructure simply did not exist to support 

it. At this point, however, institutional providers have emerged to allow even the most highly-regulated institutions to 

begin testing the waters.

Regulatory infrastructure

Federal regulation

In 2013, the U.S. Congress held its first hearing on Bitcoin. Many observers expected this to be the start of a harsh 

crackdown. Instead, the Washington Post ran an article declaring: “This Senate hearing is a Bitcoin lovefest.” Far from 

calling to ban Bitcoin, every official who testified stressed Bitcoin’s “important legitimate uses,” and “none asked for 

new regulatory powers.”12  

The Senate hearing was a strong indicator of things to come. Policymakers have been consistently cautious about new 

regulations that may stifle innovation and have largely opted to apply existing legal and regulatory frameworks to 

Bitcoin. For example:

• Commissioners and staff of the SEC have stated that bitcoin is not a security under federal securities laws

• The OCC clarified that banks may custody bitcoin on behalf of clients

• FinCEN, a bureau of the U.S. Treasury Department issued a series of guidance letters that bitcoin dealers, trading 

venues, and other financial institutions must register as money services businesses and be subject to similar anti-

money laundering requirements as major banks, a position confirmed by various courts across the country

• The IRS issued guidance that bitcoin is to be treated as property for tax purposes

• The CFTC ruled that bitcoin is encompassed in the existing definition of commodities and since 2017 has granted 

licenses to clear and settle bitcoin derivatives

• In January 2021, U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen indicated that the government would continue to support 

innovation within a sound regulatory framework, saying that regulators should “look closely at how to encourage 

the use of digital assets for legitimate activities while curtailing their use for malign and illegal activities.” 

Of course, regulations will continue to evolve. Some of the biggest risks to bitcoin include the potential for new policies 

that restrict access to bitcoin or that make bitcoin ownership more costly (e.g., through unfavorable tax treatment). Still, 

though there are pockets of remaining uncertainty, federal agencies have been providing greater clarity to institutions 

seeking to work with bitcoin, enabling greater participation in the industry.

12. Timothy B. Lee, “ This Senate Hearing is a Bitcoin Lovefest,” The Washington Post, November 18, 2013, https://www.washingtonpost.
com/news/the-switch/wp/2013/11/18/this-senate-hearing-is-a-bitcoin-lovefest/?variant=116ae929826d1fd3.
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State regulation

At the same time, state regulators have also developed robust regulatory frameworks supporting the development of 

the institutional bitcoin market. Notably, the New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) has issued regulation 

known as the “BitLicense.” The BitLicense was crafted to protect consumers and investors without curbing innovation, 

requiring minimum capital, anti-money laundering and sanctions programs, cybersecurity programs, various 

consumer protections, and programs to prevent fraud, including market manipulation. There are now over 20 regulated 

financial services firms operating with BitLicenses or as limited purpose trust companies subject to largely the same 

requirements, in each case issued by the NYDFS.13 In addition, many states have required bitcoin dealers and financial 

institutions to register as money transmitters.

More recently, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has sought to provide clarity to insurance 

companies who are interested in holding bitcoin allocations within their general accounts. In a March 15, 2021 working 

group, the NAIC moved the statutory accounting treatment of cryptocurrencies to an active listing and requested input 

from relevant parties and insurance trade groups on both current ownership and interest in future acquisitions.

Market infrastructure

Fund management

For many institutions, structuring an exposure to bitcoin is not as simple as buying bitcoin. Institutions face many 

considerations across topics such as portfolio management, operations, regulations, accounting, tax, and audit, and 

private funds have emerged that may suit their needs. As institutional interest continues to grow, we expect continued 

innovation in fund structures. For example: 

• Some large investors have already worked with asset managers to structure bespoke “fund of one” mandates that 

allow them to be the sole investors in a fund and obtain greater customization 

• Insurance Dedicated Funds (IDFs) now allow insurers to invest through insurance company-owned life insurance 

policies (ICOLI) and market similar company-owned life insurance (COLI) policies to clients 

 

Custodians

Custody of bitcoin involves a company safeguarding investors’ bitcoin by generating, storing, and using private keys to 

secure the bitcoin. Historically, many individual investors held their bitcoin on unregulated retail venues, resulting in 

several well-publicized hacks of those venues and the theft of significant amounts of bitcoin.

Today, there are multiple professional bitcoin custodians, some of which are licensed by the NYDFS to provide digital 

asset custody services and meet stringent audit standards through evaluations conducted by independent accounting 

firms. To date, there has been no indication that any NYDFS-licensed custodian has suffered the loss, theft, or destruction 

of private keys; in comparison, at least 5 of 15 entities that ceased operations in New York following the introduction of 

BitLicense have suffered losses from customer accounts. Given the importance of custody, investors should conduct 

thorough diligence when selecting a provider; specific practices vary even among custodians regulated by the NYDFS.14

13. ” Vir tual Currency Businesses,” New York Depar tment of Financial Ser vices, https://www.dfs.ny.gov/apps _ and_licensing/vir tual _
currency_businesses.14. Cr yptocurrency Custody Considerations, Ropes & Gray.
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Trading markets

Institutional-oriented bitcoin markets have developed meaningfully. Spot trading of bitcoin now occurs on seven 

NYDFS-licensed trading venues with central order books, and trading of bitcoin futures and options on bitcoin futures 

occurs on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange under CFTC supervision. However, onshore exchanges represent only a 

small fraction of the global liquidity available to institutional investors. Over the past several years, significant over-

the-counter (“OTC”) markets have developed that support liquidity for institutions seeking to transact large blocks, 

including through ISDA-governed futures and options contracts. 

Still, not all trading venues are made equal; much of the global trading in bitcoin and bitcoin derivatives occurs in venues 

that are subject to limited to no regulation, and multiple bitcoin exchanges have been closed due to fraud, failure, or 

security breaches. Consequently, insurers will benefit from partnering with trusted service providers to support safe 

trading in bitcoin. Section 3.3.2 describes important considerations for insurers as they evaluate service providers.
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3. Preparing a bitcoin asset strategy

The hurdle for insurers to invest in bitcoin is higher than for most other institutions. In this section, we outline the top-

level considerations for insurers deciding whether and how to incorporate bitcoin in their asset strategies, focusing on 

three topics:

1. What value might bitcoin add to an insurer’s asset management strategy? (Section 3.1)

2. What implications might an allocation have for regulatory capital and insurers’ relationships with ratings agencies 

and shareholders? (Section 3.2)

3. If they decide to pursue an investment, what factors should insurers consider when selecting an investment vehicle 

and institutional service providers? (Section 3.3)

3.1 Potential sources of value

We believe that…a bitcoin position in our general investment account will help us 
deliver long-term value to our policyowners.

Tim Corbett, CIO, MassMutual15

As (bitcoin) grows in adoption, we intend to learn and participate in a disciplined 
way. For a company that is building products based on a more inclusive future, this 
investment (in bitcoin) is a step on that journey.

Amrita Ahuja, CFO, Square16

In December 2020, MassMutual invested $100 million into bitcoin for its general investment account, a high profile 

confirmation of a larger trend: insurers are increasingly exploring bitcoin. Indeed, over the following months, diverse 

carriers including New York Life, Starr, and Liberty Mutual indirectly entered the space.17 As highlighted in Section 2 

and as we detail below, general account allocations to bitcoin may be motivated both by potential financial value and 

potential strategic value.

15. Institutional Bitcoin provider NYDIG announces minority stake purchase by MassMutual, MassMutual, December 10, 2020. 16. Square 
Inc. Invests $50 Million in Bitcoin, Square, Inc., October 8, 2020, https://squareup.com/us/en/press/2020-bitcoin-investment. 17. NYDIG 
Raises $100 Million from Strategic Par tners and L aunches Global Insurance Solutions Business under Mike Sapnar, NYDIG, April 8, 2021, 
https://nydig.com/about-nydig/news-press-releases/nydig-raises-100-million-from-strategic-par tners/.
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3.1.1 Financial: Add a diversifying source of returns

Interest rates have followed a 30+ year trend lower, hitting lows that have caused insurers to recognize a simple but 

critical truth: if they continue to invest in the same way, their abilities to deliver adequate outcomes for policyholders 

and shareholders may be in jeopardy. 

This realization has spurred innovation across the industry, driving greater allocations to alternative investments, direct 

credit, structured securities, and other illiquid investments. Still, insurers remain exposed to the historically low rate 

environment. In 2020, life insurer net yields declined 28 bps on average versus 2019 while P&C net yields declined 41 

bps, the primary culprit being a 125 bps reduction in the 10-year Treasury rate that lowered yield on new investments.18  

Efforts to earn higher spreads, while critical, only go so far when U.S. Treasuries earn less than 2%.19 Moreover, central 

bank interventions over the last decade, most recently including direct corporate bond purchases, may have driven a 

wedge between bond yields and the riskiness of the projects they fund; bonds may be riskier than prices reflect. 

18. SNL, U.S. Department of Treasury. Average life & health net yield declined from 4.41% to 4.13%. Average P&C net yield declined from 3.15% 
to 2.74%. Average 10-year Treasury yields declined from 2.14% to 0.89%. 19. Treasury rates increased from 0.66% to 1.74% for the 6 months 
from Q3 2020 to Q1 2021. However, BBB spreads tightened over the same period from 1.84% to 1.22% – so the all-in yield on a BBB bond only 
increased 66 bps. The return on a BBB portfolio would have been approximately (3%) during that time period. 20. See Section 3.2.1 for a discussion 
of regulatory capital considerations. 21. Bitcoin return measured from December 10, 2020 to June 10, 2020. MassMutual 2020 new money yields 
estimated as the average effective interest rate on investments originally made in 2020 and reported in Schedule D Part 1 of MassMutual’s 
statutory filings weighted by the carrying value of those investments.The actual contribution may vary depending on factors including how 
frequently MassMutual rebalanced its bitcoin allocation.

E X H I B I T  4   |   2020 new money yields on bonds and mortgages (estimated)

Notes: Estimated with effective yield for 2020 investments
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, Oliver Wyman analysis. Estimated across investments made by 305 Life and 923 P&C entities in bonds and 
mortgages with original investment dates occurring in 2020. Weighted by the book value of assets.
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Against that backdrop, bitcoin may have a role in an insurance general account as part of an allocation to alternative 

assets. Like other alternatives, bitcoin may help insurers generate a return that diversifies away from concentrated 

interest rate and credit risks, albeit in a potentially capital-intensive manner.20 The magnitude of the price volatility 

means that for a relatively small allocation, the impact can be sizable, reducing the capital drag. This is the role 

bitcoin has played in MassMutual’s portfolio thus far. In the 6-month period following MassMutual’s $100 million 

investment (~0.06% of unaffiliated general account investments), bitcoin may have contributed as much as 6 bps to 

portfolio returns, approximately the same contribution as $6.5 billion (3.6% of the general account) invested in bonds 

at MassMutual’s 2020 average new money yield.21 Of course, the same experience could have been experienced on 

the downside if the U.S. dollar appreciated against bitcoin, but if an insurer believes in the long-term downside 

potential of the U.S. dollar versus bitcoin, this risk becomes favorably asymmetric. In this section, we elaborate on 

the assumptions an insurer needs to hold to support an allocation to bitcoin within its alternatives portfolio.
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22. Source: IMF Finance and Development, 2016. 23. World Bank, Inflation, consumer prices for Turkey [FPCPITOTL ZGTUR], retrieved from 
FRED, Federal Reser ve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/FPCPITOTL ZGTUR. 

Positive expected return

Over the past several years, the bull case for price appreciation has converged on two interrelated theories. 

First, bitcoin is a store of value that may protect against the devaluation of fiat currencies. Fiat currencies lose value 

by design. Modern central banks continuously increase the supply of money to achieve inflation; when monetary policy 

works, the real return of most currencies is modestly negative. Since the 1990s, governments and central banks have 

adopted explicit inflation targets to assure the public that they will exercise restraint in monetary growth. For example 

the U.S. Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank, and the Bank of Japan formally target 2% annual inflation, though 

higher targets are now more common globally as illustrated in the figure below.22 Of course, central banks are not 

always able to make good on their promises. For example, Turkey has suffered double digit inflation for much of the past 

four years, far higher than the 3.5%–7.5% target set in 2006, and some countries that do not set inflation targets, such as 

Venezuela, Argentina, Zimbabwe, and Nigeria, have suffered even greater currency devaluation.23

E X H I B I T  5   |   Central bank inflation targeting
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here in the <2% bucket.
Source: IMF Finance and Development, 2016.

In contrast, bitcoin stores value by design. If bitcoin has an analog among traditional assets, it is gold. Like gold, bitcoin 

has natural scarcity: there will never be more than 21 million bitcoin, and there is no mechanism for governments, 

corporations, or individuals to create more bitcoin than is programmatically pre-determined. In fact, bitcoin’s current 

annual supply growth rate is approximately equal to that of gold, and over the long-term supply growth will continue to 

decline, making it even “harder” money than gold. If bitcoin simply holds its value, the implied return is equal to the rate 

of inflation.
18
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However, there is reason to believe that bitcoin may not just hold its value but increase in value over the long-term. 

Bitcoin is gaining mainstream adoption in institutional portfolios as a form of inflation protection.24 For example, Paul 

Tudor Jones publicly endorsed bitcoin as an inflation hedge in a May 2020 investor letter titled “The Great Monetary 

Inflation,” and in November 2020, Stanley Druckenmiller similarly announced a position in bitcoin, comparing it 

favorably to gold. While multiple factors likely influenced the increase in bitcoin’s price through 2020, increasing 

institutional allocations were likely a material driver. If that trend continues, it is a reasonable conclusion that bitcoin’s 

price should increase to reflect the heightened demand.

Second, the growing user base creates a network effect that underpins bitcoin’s value. During its existence, bitcoin 

has appreciated as the user base expands, albeit in a volatile fashion (see the figure below). There is a strong intuitive 

basis for the relationship. Bitcoin is more valuable in a world where everybody engages with it than a world where it is 

only traded by a few. Importantly, the network of institutions and individuals who interact with bitcoin also differentiate 

it from competing assets. A knock-off digital asset created by copying bitcoin’s open source code would not be remotely 

as valuable as actual bitcoin for the same reason it is so hard to name a serious competitor to Google Search; value 

comes not just from the underlying technology but the network of people who use it.

Bitcoin’s strong network effects are mutually reinforcing with bitcoin’s role as a store of value. Bitcoin critics sometimes 

argue that bitcoin’s supply is not truly fixed because somebody could simply make their own bitcoin. However, the 

creation of bitcoin “clones” is irrelevant to bitcoin’s natural scarcity; a true substitute would need to share both the 

code and the users. Additionally, since the bitcoin supply cannot be increased to meet greater demand, the price should 

increase with user growth, which supports bitcoin’s continued use as a store of value: a virtuous cycle.

E X H I B I T  6   |   Bitcoin price vs. number of addresses holding bitcoin
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24. John Authers, “Bitcoin Is Displacing Gold as an Inflation Hedge,” Bloomberg Opinion, April 9, 2021, https://www.bloomberg.com/
opinion/ar ticles/2021-04-09/bitcoin-is-displacing-gold-as-an-inflation-hedge.
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Of course, reliance on user engagement is double-edged. Falling user engagement—or even failure to win greater 

adoption in the future—may result in drawdowns. Indeed, bitcoin’s famous boom and bust cycles have historically been 

accompanied by waxing and waning user engagement as illustrated in the figure above.25 As we discuss in the box note 

below, we believe long-term investors allocating to bitcoin do so knowing user engagement and prices may fluctuate 

in the short-term but with the expectation that over the long-term, bitcoin will continue to win adoption as a powerful 

store of value.
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The cyclical and the secular

When times are good, it is easy to point to virtuous cycles of growing adoption and rising prices, but you do not have 

to look back far in bitcoin’s history to see the opposite phenomenon: vicious cycles where declining prices trigger 

declining engagement and on and on. Most notably in 2015, the price of bitcoin fell to under $200 after reaching a high 

of $1,100 in 2013, and in 2018, the price of bitcoin fell to just over $3,000 from a high of nearly $20,000 in 2017. In those 

years, a 1% allocation to bitcoin would have reduced portfolio returns by over 80 bps.

E X H I B I T  7   |   The cyclical: Bitcoin booms and busts
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25. Greg Cipolaro and Ross Stevens, “ The Power of Bitcoin’s Network Effect,” NYDIG, November 2020, https://nydig.com/research-and-
insights/the-power-of-bitcoins-network-effect/. NYDIG quantified this relationship via a simple model explaining bitcoin’s price by the 
square of its user base. 
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It is easy to get caught up in the headlines and annual volatility. Long-term investors looking past the headlines see an 

asset that, in 12 years, has transitioned from obscurity to a topic of serious discussion for country leaders, regulators, 

investors, and the general public. It is now possible to see bitcoin becoming an ordinary part of global trade and peoples’ 

financial lives—something widely accepted, used, and valued.

E X H I B I T  8   |   The secular: Returns over 5-year holding periods
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Portfolio diversification

Portfolio allocation decisions are also informed by the observation that, at least until this point, bitcoin returns have had 

low correlation to typical capital markets investments. The observation is conceptually sensible: there are few obvious 

structural links to other markets. 

27. Correlations estimated based on 21-day returns and changes in rates from Q1 2016 to Q1 2021.

T A B L E  1   |   5-year asset correlations27
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28. See Exhibit 8 for an illustration of historical bitcoin returns over 5-year holding periods.

Still, insurers should be careful of drawing overly strong conclusions. Historical correlations may be an unreliable 

predictor of future behavior for an asset class whose market size and investor base continue to shift considerably. 

One possibility is that the more bitcoin’s price becomes driven by its role as “digital gold,” correlations to other asset 

classes may become more similar to those of gold. From the perspective of insurers, that may be an acceptable 

outcome, as historically gold has shown low or negative correlation to bond yields though correspondingly high 

correlations to bond returns. 

Additionally, even with a strong diversification benefit, bitcoin may contribute to a portfolio’s volatility: bitcoin’s 

realized 1-year volatility has measured well over 100% for much of its existence, declining to ~65% in Q1 2021 but 

still meaningfully higher than that of gold. 

Such volatility is not unique to bitcoin; over its first 5 years as a public company, Amazon’s realized 1-year volatility 

averaged approximately 100%. In 1997, Amazon’s first year as a public company, an investor buying at the peak and 

selling at the trough would have lost 30%; in each of the next four years, the maximum drawdowns were 48%, 59%, 

83%, and 73% respectively. Bitcoin is not Amazon. However, Amazon’s experience illustrates the path investors 

in new and innovative technologies often take, with higher volatility marking a period where value is uncertain or 

misunderstood, transitioning to a period of lower volatility as value is proven. For some, bitcoin’s volatility remains 

a sticking point. However, some long-term investors have become early adopters precisely because they believe 

there is long-term value beyond the short-term volatility.28
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Considerations for an insurer sizing 
an allocation

What should an insurer make of an asset that has delivered 170% annualized 5-year returns, has low correlation to 

other assets, and has volatility currently hovering around 65%? Whatever capital markets assumptions insurers 

converge on, there will likely be hesitation to rely on asset allocation models by themselves to size an exposure. 

However, we offer two considerations for insurers sizing a general account allocation to bitcoin.

First, it may be most helpful to think of bitcoin as part of the allocation to alternative assets. Like other alternative 

assets, bitcoin may play a role as a source of diversifying returns in the portfolio. Additionally, as we discuss 

below, investments in bitcoin funds are likely to have a similar impact to required capital as other Schedule BA 

assets insurers may invest in. 
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Second, insurers may factor a “down bitcoin” scenario into risk appetite setting and monitoring, calibrating the 

scenario to the severity of bitcoin’s worst historical drawdowns—an approximately 80% decline peak to trough. 

Insurers can then compare potential allocations to the maximum near-term impact to returns and capital they are 

willing to tolerate. In that framework, a 1% allocation implies a maximum tolerance for an 0.8% impact to general 

account returns; a 0.5% allocation implies tolerance for a 0.4% impact; and MassMutual’s initial ~0.06% allocation 

implies a maximum 0.04% impact.

E X H I B I T  9   |   Average insurance general account allocations, 2020
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3.1.2 Strategic value: Support product innovation

While insurance CIOs are rightly focused on bitcoin’s risk and return profile as a financial asset, CEOs and heads of business 

also view allocations to bitcoin as a source of strategic value. Based on current trends of adoption and the underlying 

advantages that bitcoin brings relative to traditional assets, bitcoin may play a larger role in the capital markets, global 

monetary systems and, ultimately, people’s financial lives. By investing, insurers will lay the foundation of knowledge 

and experience they need to capitalize on the opportunities that may materialize in the months and years to come. In 

particular, we believe insurers who make strategic investments in bitcoin will be better positioned to develop and then 

manage innovative bitcoin-linked products. We elaborate on potential demand for bitcoin products in Section 4.

3.2 Capital, ratings, and shareholder considerations
As insurers structure exposures to bitcoin, CFOs and risk managers will need to become comfortable with the potential 

financial risk. Bitcoin’s viability as an investment—and associated returns, volatility, and correlations—will undoubtedly 

generate lively debate. We expect the next three areas of discussion, however, to center around regulators, ratings 

agencies, and shareholders. It is important to recognize that those investing in bitcoin are treading fresh earth; as with 

any new market, there is not always well-defined precedent. This section seeks to provide clarity on what is known and 

not yet known today.

3.2.1 Regulatory capital considerations

For insurers seeking to optimize a bitcoin allocation within capital requirements, the most important decision to make is 

the vehicle used to gain exposure.

Invest in a private bitcoin fund

Most insurers investing in bitcoin today do so through an institutional fund. The prevailing practice is to treat such 

investments as “Schedule BA” assets, the NAIC’s “Other Long Term Assets” designation commonly used for alternative 

investments like private equity and hedge funds. Specifically, insurers treat investments in bitcoin funds as private 

unaffiliated common stock with the following RBC charges:

• Life insurers: 30% (pre-tax); 24% (post-tax)

• P&C insurers: 20% (no tax adjustment)

Consequently, a life insurance company managing to a 400% RBC ratio would need to set-aside capital equal to 

approximately 95% of the investment in bitcoin—e.g., for a $100 million investment, an insurer would hold $95 million of 

capital. Consequently, for an insurer operating at a high enough capitalization, a drawdown in bitcoin would be roughly 

neutral to the RBC ratio (the same would be true of other assets with the same capital treatment). The exhibit below 

illustrates the capital life and P&C insurers would set-aside at different target RBC ratios.
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Buy bitcoin directly

Several insurers have sought guidance from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) on the 

statutory accounting for bitcoin. In March 2021, the NAIC clarified that bitcoin as a standalone investment is a non-

admitted asset for statutory accounting. 

While this outcome did not surprise most industry participants, the NAIC’s working group discussion was notable 

because it signaled a willingness to evolve the framework as bitcoin and its use within the insurance industry evolves. 

The NAIC requested comments from companies on the current and anticipated use of cryptocurrencies and is currently 

gathering information. Moreover, though the NAIC concluded bitcoin should not be treated as cash as it cannot be 

“deposited or exchanged with most U.S. banks,” it also made clear that it will continue to evaluate the situation, noting 

that if in the future banks accept cryptocurrencies in the same manner as fiat currencies, they could meet the statutory 

accounting definition of cash. Since then, El Salvador announced it would adopt bitcoin as legal tender. While just a 

single, small country at this point, to the extent that additional sovereign countries follow its lead and adopt bitcoin as a 

form of currency and banks begin to accept deposits in bitcoin, it may favorably influence the treatment of bitcoin in the 

U.S. statutory framework.

Invest in a bitcoin fund through “ICOLI” 

Insurance company-owned life insurance (“ICOLI”) policies are large life insurance policies that are written on the lives 

of insurance company executives but which pay benefits to the insurance company itself.29 ICOLI is a common tool used 

by insurance companies to manage their benefit plans and is notable in part because of the capital treatment applied to 

underlying investments. The NAIC RBC charges for investments in an ICOLI policy are:

• Life insurers: 0%

• P&C insurers: 5%

E X H I B I T  1 0   |   Capital held as a percent of fund investment
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29. ICOLI is commonly sold as a whole life or universal life policy. 
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Consequently, companies seeking to manage long-term obligations have greater flexibility in investment selection, 

as they can allocate to assets that would be considered capital-intensive in the statutory framework. For example, 

Moody’s estimates that the concentration of high yield assets in large ICOLI programs is over 3x higher than in the 

average general account portfolio.30

Other sources of exposure 

To the extent bitcoin continues to gain adoption and plays a greater role in global capital markets, insurers may gain 

exposure to bitcoin through “traditional” investments. For example, as noted earlier, El Salvador announced it would 

accept bitcoin as legal tender. If in the future El Salvador issues bonds denominated in bitcoin, insurers purchasing those 

bonds would have exposure to the price of bitcoin. If those bonds are issued at El Salvador’s current rating, the NAIC RBC 

charges would be:

• Life insurers: 10% (pre-tax); 8.4% (post-tax)

• P&C insurers: 4.5% (no tax adjustment; held at market value)

3.2.2 Rating agency considerations

Financial strength ratings are a key indicator of a company’s overall financial health taking a comprehensive view of both 

business and financial risks. To date, bitcoin has drawn investment from a number of AAA-rated and AA-rated life and 

P&C insurers, including MassMutual.31 

Given the size of most insurers’ exposures, we do not expect bitcoin allocations to meaningfully influence major rating 

agencies’ guidance on financial strength ratings, nor are we aware of any public guidance, credit strengths / challenges, 

or upgrade / downgrade factors referencing allocations to cryptocurrency. However, A.M. Best has published guidance 

indicating that it will incorporate an “innovation score” into its rating process, comprising both the “components of a 

company’s innovation process” and the “impact of the company’s innovation efforts.” To the extent bitcoin allocations 

support development of products or business models that “facilitate organizational relevance and success,” they may 

be constructive to ratings.32  

An insurance company trying to anticipate rating agency reactions to prospective bitcoin investments may want to start 

by considering the potential impact of a similarly sized allocation to high yield or alternative assets. A rating agency 

would consider both the impact on an insurer’s capital position, closely related to the NAIC RBC ratio, and the riskiness 

of the overall portfolio. One important uncertainty is the treatment of bitcoin in rating agency stress testing used to 

analyze potential losses in baseline and stress scenarios. As the use of bitcoin among insurers continues to evolve, we 

expect rating agency implications to become better defined.

30. “Seeking yield, life insurers buy life insurance, but add investment risk ”, Moody ’s Investor Ser vices, October 29, 2019. 31. Source: 
MassMutual investor relations. AM Best: A A+; S&P A A+; Fitch: A A+; Moody ’s: Aa3. 32. AM Best Releases New Criteria Procedure: Scoring 
and A ssessing Innovation and Revised Best ’s Credit Rating Methodology, Business Wire, March 5, 2020, https://www.businesswire.com/
news/home/20200305005726/en/AM-Best-Releases-New-Criteria-Procedure-Scoring-and-A ssessing-Innovation-and-Revised-
Best%E2%80%99s-Credit-Rating-Methodology.
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3.2.3 Shareholder considerations

To date, no publicly traded insurer has announced an allocation to bitcoin.33 As the first listed insurers start to disclose 

positions, investor reactions may vary depending on the materiality of the allocation. Small “test and learn” allocations 

that don’t meaningfully impact the enterprise risk profile or business strategy may not draw significant attention 

unless accompanied by additional guidance on increasing future commitments. However, larger allocations may draw 

reactions reflecting the following considerations.34

1. Credibility: Investors are well-aware of low yields and lackluster growth constraining shareholder returns. 

Allocations to bitcoin may be viewed as part of a strategy to address those dual issues through innovation. We 

believe investors would welcome a credible plan to enhance returns but will interrogate management’s ability to 

translate experience investing in bitcoin to launching and managing bitcoin-linked products.

2. Earnings stability: Investments held in institutional funds are subject to mark-to-market accounting, which may 

contribute to earnings volatility. If the allocation materially changes an insurer’s risk profile, the insurer will need 

to manage investor preferences for earnings stability against the continued volatility of BTC prices.

3. Market risk profile: Increased bitcoin exposure may change insurers’ market risk profiles and therefore change 

the investor value proposition. Investors recognize that insurers—and life insurers in particular—can be used to gain 

exposure to movements in rates and credit markets. Insurers should therefore consider investor preferences for 

market exposure if making material allocations to bitcoin.

3.3 Practical implementation considerations
If insurers decide that an allocation to bitcoin makes sense given the combination of financial and strategic benefits 

and the regulatory, rating agency and investor considerations discussed above, the next step is to develop a plan for 

implementation. The remainder of this section focuses on two primary considerations for institutions entering the 

bitcoin market:

• Selecting an investment vehicle: Insurers will need to evaluate the growing menu of options and the corresponding 

trade-offs such as between regulatory capital treatment, liquidity, and fees.

• Selecting service providers: Institutional investment in bitcoin is supported by an ecosystem of institutional 

providers covering services like custody and trade execution. We identify an initial set of considerations for partner 

selection, including a discussion of the technical aspects insurers should consider as they select a custodian to 

ensure the safeguarding of shareholder and policyholder money.

33. Public companies in other industries have disclosed allocations. Recent disclosures include those of Square (October 8, 2020; SQ 
+1.8%) and Tesla (Februar y 8, 2021; TSL A +1.3%). 34. The considerations listed here are of interest to publicly traded insurers and their 
shareholders, but are by no means exclusive to them.For example, we are cer tain that mutual s are al so mindful of ESG. 
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3.3.1 Selecting an investment vehicle

As discussed above, insurers face a unique challenge investing in bitcoin: bitcoin is considered a non-admitted asset on 

the statutory balance sheet, meaning it carries no value in the statutory framework. Consequently, we expect insurers to 

partner with asset managers who can provide exposure to bitcoin in a more capital-efficient manner while maintaining 

acceptable liquidity, tracking error, and cost. This section expands on the discussion of regulatory capital treatment 

above to more fully evaluate private bitcoin funds and insurance dedicated funds with respect to statutory accounting 

treatment, liquidity, tracking error, and cost.

Private bitcoin funds

The prevailing practice among insurance companies today is to invest in institutional bitcoin funds. A basic example of 

such a fund would simply invest passively in bitcoin, creating economic exposure comparable to a direct investment 

in bitcoin. 

From the perspective of an insurer, institutional funds represent a viable, immediately actionable path to invest in bitcoin:

• Statutory accounting: As described in greater detail in Section 3.2.1, insurers treat investments as Schedule BA 

assets, carrying a 24% post-tax RBC charge for life insurers and a 20% RBC charge for P&C insurers. Changes in 

fund value are marked to market on the statutory balance sheet, which may also contribute to capital volatility.

• Liquidity: Different funds and different managers may provide different liquidity profiles. Multi-investor funds 

targeting smaller allocations from larger numbers of investors may tend toward greater liquidity restrictions (e.g., 

quarterly redemptions), while funds targeting larger allocations from a small number of investors may tend toward 

lesser liquidity restrictions (e.g., daily liquidity).

• Tracking error: For a fund with asset scale, tracking error would be expected to be modest and to be driven primarily 

by transaction costs, fees and expenses.

• Cost: Total fees and expenses may be as low as 0.30%. Investors should consider the total cost of ownership, not 

simply the management fee, as some providers may have significantly higher expenses than others. “Fund of one” 

structures may be modestly more expensive depending on the amount invested.

Insurance dedicated funds

As described in Section 3.2.1, some insurers may ultimately seek to access bitcoin through Insurance Dedicated Funds 

(IDFs) linked to their ICOLI policies.35 Bitcoin investments in IDFs are favorable across many of the dimensions relevant 

to insurers.

• Statutory accounting: As described in greater detail in Section 3.2.1, ICOLI investments have lower RBC charges. 

The NAIC RBC charge is 0% for life insurance companies and 5% for P&C companies.

• Liquidity: Though insurers can re-allocate to other investment options within an ICOLI policy, they cannot withdraw 

from the policy without incurring a penalty. Withdrawing the cash surrender value triggers both an income tax 

consequence and a 10% excise tax.

35. Insurers may purchase ICOLI policies for multiple reasons; one common application is to manage employee benefits liabilities.
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• Tracking error: Like private funds, tracking error would be expected to be driven in part by transaction costs, fees 

and expenses. However, IDFs carry diversification requirements that preclude allocating 100% of gross assets to 

a single investment. Consequently, the tracking error may vary between managers based on the method used to 

satisfy the diversification requirement.

• Cost: Fees and expenses on IDFs tend to be higher than on private institutional funds, even excluding expenses 

associated with the underlying insurance policy.

In addition to the considerations above, it is worth noting that because investments are made within a life insurance 

policy, insurers may benefit from tax deferral. Generally speaking, insurers purchasing ICOLI policies do so with the 

expectation that tax and capital efficiencies outweigh higher expenses associated with IDFs.

The advantages and disadvantages of different approaches are summarized below:

T A B L E  2   |   Advantages and disadvantages of common investment approaches

Statutory accounting

Direct ownership
Non-admitted asset

20 – 30% RBC charge

No restrictions

Varies by fund Cost driven

Fee for custody

Low fee options
Institutional fund

Insurance
dedicated fund

Liquidity Tracking error Cost

0 – 5% RBC charge ICOLI restrictions Diversification requirement Typically higher fee

Cost driven

Most advantageous Least advantageous

3.3.2 Selecting service providers

Institutions investing in bitcoin often do so with the assistance of service providers offering bitcoin custody, trade 

execution, and other relevant functions. As noted above, some providers have evolved to offer institutional-grade 

services meeting stringent regulatory and assurance standards with strong parallels to providers in traditional markets; 

we provide a brief description of relevant standards below. Additionally, while many aspects of bitcoin custody and 

trade execution are similar to those of traditional assets, there are significant underlying technical aspects that require 

thorough diligence. We elaborate on a set of topics to consider on the following page.
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Regulatory and independent assurance standards

Insurers should understand the regulatory standards to which service providers are subject. Of particular note are 

digital asset licenses issued by the New York Department of Financial Services. New York was one of the first states 

to define licensing standards for digital asset service providers, and NYDFS licenses remain the most recognized and 

stringent within the industry. The two licenses issued by the NYDFS are briefly described below:

• BitLicense: The BitLicense requires companies intermediating digital asset activity involving New York institutions 

to comply with anti-money laundering, cyber security, consumer protection, financial reporting, and capital 

requirements, among others. 

• Limited purpose trust charter: As an alternative to receiving a BitLicense, companies intermediating digital asset 

activity may instead be chartered under the New York Banking Law as limited purpose trust companies and be 

authorized by the NYDFS to engage in virtual currency business activity. Generally, the NYDFS’s expectations for 

such entities will be consistent with the requirements of the BitLicense and are further subject to maintaining data 

security and operational practices commensurate with bank supervisory and examination standards. Companies 

that hold limited purpose trust charters are permitted to engage in many of the same activities as BitLicense holders 

in addition to certain other activities, such as engaging in fiat money transmission and exercising fiduciary powers.36 

In order to comply with state requirements, many digital asset intermediaries also obtain money transmitter licenses 

from New York and other states in which they do business.

In order to provide assurance and transparency to potential partners, some service providers also issue System and 

Organization Controls (SOC) reports summarizing internal controls evaluations conducted by independent auditors.37  

Some companies have used “Big Four” auditors who have reputations for maintaining the highest audit standards. 

Multiple reports exist within the SOC framework, but generally speaking SOC 1 reports discuss processes relevant 

to the financial reporting of a service provider’s clients, and SOC 2 reports discuss controls relevant to information 

availability, security, processing integrity, confidentiality, and privacy. Reports are further classified as “Type 1,” which 

comments on controls at a point in time, and “Type 2,” which comments on controls over a longer period.38 

Both the regulatory and assurance standards described in this section may be familiar to insurers engaging with service 

providers in traditional markets. Particularly given the novelty of the bitcoin market, insurers may be more comfortable 

working with partners who adapt proven best practices from established areas of financial services and are subject to 

review and oversight from trusted organizations.

Additional considerations for custodian selection

Custody of bitcoin involves the generation, storage, and use of private keys. Today, there are multiple regulated custody 

providers who offer private key management meeting institutional requirements for safety and compliance. Insurers 

investing in bitcoin require the highest confidence in the security of their bitcoin custodians and will naturally seek to 

understand the end-to-end process. This section provides a brief overview of an initial set of topics insurers should 

understand and consider.

36. New York Department of Financial Ser vices. 37. Cr yptocurrency Custody Considerations, Ropes & Gray. 38. Are You Measuring Ever ything 
You Need to Build Trust, Ernst & Young, https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/cs _cz/topics/consulting/ey-soc2-thought-
leadership-march-2021.pdf.
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Topic 1: “Hot” vs “cold” storage

Hot storage is the colloquial term for any solution that stores private keys on devices that can be connected to the 

internet. By contrast, cold storage refers to any solution that holds private keys on devices that will never be connected 

to the internet or any other distributed network. 

For an insurer, the decision to partner with a custodian that uses hot versus exclusively cold storage revolves around the 

appetite for cybersecurity risk versus physical operational risk. Hot wallets have historically been a target of fraud and 

theft, placing the custodian in constant conflict with would-be hackers. In recognition that hot wallets are less secure, 

many custodians seek to limit their hot wallets to ~2% of exposure. Even so, losses are difficult to prevent: Binance, a 

cryptocurrency exchange that uses hot storage, lost 7,000 bitcoin to hackers in May 2019—a loss of ~2% of its bitcoin 

holdings with a USD value at the time of $41 million and worth over $250 million in May 2021.39 As a result, hot wallet 

usage may introduce serious financial risk to a custodian that should be considered carefully by investors. Consequently, 

institutions may prefer to store 100% of assets in cold storage.40

Topic 2: Cold storage security

Cold storage does not eliminate risk; however, it transforms the majority of cybersecurity risk into physical security 

risk, which may be more tractable. Cybersecurity risks are complex, ever evolving and difficult to manage as evidenced 

by high profile hacks of hot wallets. Physical security risks are comparatively well-understood; secure vaults are 

used to reliably store valuable items like gold, diamonds, cash, and now private keys. Indeed, a critical benefit of cold 

storage is that it allows custodians to manage the security of bitcoin using processes proven effective for the custody of 

traditional assets. When insurers evaluate a custodian’s physical security systems, they should consider resilience to 

three vulnerabilities:

• Theft of private keys or the devices on which they are stored: Some custodians may use bespoke solutions to 

store private keys, while others may use Hardware Security Modules (“HSMs”), which are designed to prevent 

direct access to or copying of the keys; HSMs may be designed to meet U.S. federal government cryptography 

standards.41  Beyond the cryptographic protection provided by the HSM itself, HSMs may be stored in non-

networked (or “air gapped”) environments surrounded by layers of physical security and monitoring to limit 

access to external attackers.

• Unauthorized access of private keys by a rogue employee: Even with the protocols described above, custodians 

may still be exposed to unauthorized use of private keys by internal actors. The rogue actor risk is also an issue for 

custody of traditional assets, which is why custodians have adopted measures including white lists, call backs, and 

voice recognition technology. Some bitcoin custodians have adopted those and other technological and operational 

controls to manage private key access by requiring multiple employees to collaborate to process a transaction 

using multiple factors of authentication including biometric. 

• Destruction or loss of access to private keys—e.g., due to physical disaster: In order to protect against the 

destruction or loss of access to private keys due to physical disasters or other events, some custodians make 

storage locations geographically distributed and redundant, limiting single points of failure. 

39. Zach Whittaker, Catherine Shu, “Binance says more than $ 40 million in bitcoin stolen in ‘large scale’ hack ”, Techcrunch, May 7, 2019, 
https://tcrn.ch/2vMQoPn. 40. Custodians who primarily use cold storage may fur ther var y on the manner of key generation. Keys that are 
generated in an offline manner (for example, using a cer tified random number generator) and then stored securely offline are generally 
considered more secure than those that are generated and then moved to a cold storage system. 41. HSMs used to hold private keys may 
be Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2-cer tified security modules, which indicates compliance with U.S. Federal 
government cr yptography standards. 
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Jointly, the example practices described above may greatly reduce the risk that private keys are lost, destroyed, 

or stolen by leveraging best practices for security and business continuity used in other contexts. However, there is 

heterogeneity in the comprehensiveness and quality of procedures across custodians, and solutions continue to evolve. 

Insurers should conduct thorough diligence to understand the specific practices employed by their custody provider.

Topic 3: Transparency and operational experience

Insurers should understand the practices custodians use to provide visibility into client funds. Some custodians provide 

each client with a segregated account linked to distinct public and private keys. Account segregation allows insurers to 

independently review balances and transactions by examining public bitcoin records and thereby verify the existence of 

funds. In contrast, some custodians implement a model in which client funds may be commingled on the Bitcoin network 

and only segregated at the books and records level. Insurers who require greater transparency may prefer to work with 

custodians offering segregated accounts.

Managing segregated cold storage accounts requires robust operational capabilities, as each client transaction requires 

the custodian to access and use distinct private keys. Insurers should interrogate a custodian’s operational capabilities, 

including the volumes of transactions processed historically, the reliability with which custodians processed those 

transactions, and how custodians plan to scale to support increasing volume over time.

Additional consideration for trade execution: access to liquidity

There has been a proliferation of exchanges and over-the-counter markets facilitating spot and futures trading of 

bitcoin, both in the U.S. and internationally. While the markets are increasingly liquid, however, they remain fragmented; 

onshore spot exchanges account for just 2% of global market liquidity as illustrated in the figure below. Insurers may 

benefit by partnering with regulated trade execution partners who can access global liquidity through over-the-counter 

dealers and other market makers. Partners who effectively aggregate liquidity across multiple providers can execute 

large buy orders, sometimes exceeding $100 million in a short period of time, with far less price impact than would be 

possible through onshore exchanges alone.

E X H I B I T  11   |   Bitcoin market volumes

Onshore exchange spot accounts for only 2% of market liquidity

Offshore exchange spot

OTC spot

Onshore futures

Offshore futures

Exchange optionsOnshore exchange spot

Source: Digital Asset Data, NYDIG. OTC volumes are NYDIG estimates. Exchange volumes based on trailing 60-day average as of 1/12/2021
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4. Preparing a bitcoin product strategy

Over the past decade, insurers have been hit on both sides of the business: on the investments side they have faced 

persistently low yields, and on the product side, they have only been able to achieve modest, if any, premium growth. 

Many insurers have struggled to bring innovative products to market and now operate in saturated markets where 

growth is closely tied to demographic trends. The greatest challenges have been faced by life insurers, where life 

product sales have been mostly flat in the face of low rates and an aging agent force.42 In the retail annuity marketplace, 

incremental product innovations have been unable to kindle demand, with marked declines in annuity sales and a 

slowdown in income products despite a growing share of the population entering retirement.43 P&C insurers, who 

habitually search the market for new insurable risks, have fared somewhat better, delivering modest premium growth 

of 4% per year.44 The market is pricing in continued weak growth, reflected in single-digit P/E ratios for life insurers and 

low-teen multiples for P&C insurers. 

The dynamics in the insurance market couldn’t be more different from those in the bitcoin market. Bitcoin has a bigger 

user base today (over 32.8 million unique addresses) than at any other point in its history. It is supported by a fast-

growing ecosystem of miners, trading venues, custodians, and other players who take on bitcoin exposure as part of 

their business.

Given the challenges faced by the industry and the pressure to find innovative and compelling product solutions to drive 

the next wave of growth, the rise of bitcoin and the ecosystem it has spawned represent a potential new opportunity for 

both Life & Annuity and P&C carriers. In fact, some insurers plan to launch optional bitcoin claims payouts on existing 

products as early as next year. We believe the next wave of product innovation will focus on the following.

• Life & Annuity: Insurers may be able to provide solutions that help policyholders efficiently access and structure 

investments in bitcoin. 

• P&C: Carriers may be able to help institutions, starting with those within the bitcoin ecosystem, manage growing 

bitcoin exposures. 

This section outlines a set of product development concepts that insurers may consider.

4.1 Life & Annuity product development concepts
Recent survey data reveals potential interest in bitcoin life and annuity products among consumers, as described in 

section 2.2.2.

42. Term life has been flat, suppor ted by rising employment and income. Whole life has grown somewhat, but the space is dominated by 
mutual s offering par ticipating products. Universal life sales have declined. 43. Secure Retirement Institute: Total Annuity Sales Fall 9% 
in 2020, LIMR A , March 9, 2021, https://www.limra.com/en/newsroom/news-releases/2021/secure-retirement-institute-total-annuity-
sales-fall-9-in-2020/. 44. 4% annual premium growth from 2016 – 2021, based on data from S&P Global Market Intelligence.
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Customer need Solution Value proposition Phase

Tax-efficient 
accumulation

Investment-only 
variable products

Offers a bitcoin sub-account option on a variable annuity or variable universal life contract in 
order to generate meaningful tax efficiencies for bitcoin investors

1

Participating whole life Offers an option to reinvest all or some of their whole life dividends in a separate bitcoin fund 
that exists outside the policy in order to provide greater bitcoin exposure to policyholders

1

Company-owned life 
insurance

Offers competitive deferred compensation programs by providing COLI policies with 
underlying funds that invest in bitcoin and accumulate on a tax-deferred basis

1

Structured annuities Allows policyholders to access “volatility-light” bitcoin; they can participate in some of 
the upside on a tax-advantaged basis without the large swings that may be beyond some 
investors’ risk appetites

2

Variable products with 
contractual guarantees

Keeps policyholders insulated against risk of bitcoin underperformance while participating in 
the potential upside of bitcoin and continuing to meet retirement or estate planning goals

2

Guaranteed income Bitcoin-converted 
benefit payments

Optionally converts annuity payouts in bitcoin to enable policyholders to build a bitcoin 
allocation through a trusted partner

1

Bitcoin-denominated 
benefit payments

Optional fixed bitcoin payouts to protect policyholders against inflation risk 3

• 50% of consumers who had heard of bitcoin expressed interest in buying a life or annuity policy that would allow 

them to invest or receive benefits in bitcoin.45 

• 68% of consumers aged 18–55 who had heard of bitcoin would consider buying a bitcoin life or annuity policy, 

suggesting stronger interest among younger demographics.  

We believe interest in bitcoin life and annuity products relates to two major customer needs that insurers are uniquely 

positioned to serve. 

• First, insurers can offer investors vehicles to obtain exposure to bitcoin with advantages over other options. In 

addition to offering tax-efficient accumulation, insurers can provide downside protection options that may be 

attractive to more risk-averse investors.

• Second, insurers can offer income annuities linked to bitcoin. Retirees with fixed incomes are exposed to inflation, 

which has significant implications for their ability to maintain their standards of living, particularly as the number 

of years they expect to spend in retirement continues to rise. As a store of value resilient to inflation, bitcoin can 

provide additional protection in that regard.

The table below summarizes the potential innovations discussed in this section, the value they may offer to clients, and 

the “phase” in which we believe each product may emerge. 

T A B L E  3   |   Life and Annuity product concepts

45. Oliver Wyman conducted a sur vey in April 2021 among a national sample of 1,474 U.S. respondents with at least $50,000 in annual 
income weighted to reflect the demographic composition of U.S. households with over $50,000 in annual income. 46. For example, 
insurance companies have limited exposure to the per formance of the underlying fund in an investment-only variable product and 
generally do not recognize an additional “C1” asset risk charge in statutor y risk based capital. 47. Some use cases may become more viable 
as the bitcoin market matures. For example, demand for bitcoin—denominated income products may be stronger in a scenario where 
bitcoin is accepted as payment for ever yday living expenses. See subsequent sections for additional discussion.

Phase 1:Phase 1: Innovations may be more achievable in the near term as they leverage existing product structures, capabilities, and infrastructure, and, as we will discuss, 
generate little incremental financial risk for the insurer.46 

Phase 2: Phase 2: Innovations either require developing new ALM strategies and bitcoin risk management capabilities and/or are predicated on the further maturation of the 
bitcoin market before they can be launched.  

Phase 3: Phase 3: Innovations require broader societal adoption of bitcoin to be commercially viable.47 
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E X H I B I T  12   |   Hypothetical “57.5 / 37.5 / 5” portfolio performance over 1 year, Q1 2020 to Q1 2021

06/30/2020 09/30/2020 12/31/2020 03/31/2021 06/30/2021

BondsEquities Bitcoin

575

375

50
1,000

1,060

1,236

1,425
1,361

624

377

59

697

380

160

737

367

321

797

374

190

Source: Oliver Wyman

While the three phases roughly indicate the order in which we expect to see different product innovations, we will not 

attempt to place each phase on a timeline. The current dynamics in the market are such that developments that seem like 

they should take years are often accomplished in months; phases could occur within quick succession or with overlap.

4.1.1 Tax-efficient accumulation

Consider an investor who, in June 2020, decided to hold a 5% bitcoin allocation as a long-term source of diversifying 

returns in her investment portfolio: $575,000 equities (57.5%), $375,000 bonds (37.5%), and $50,000 in a bitcoin fund 

(5%). If she held that portfolio and checked in one year later, her bitcoin allocation would have grown to over $190,000: 

almost 15% of assets.

While the investor had a great year, the example above illustrates a real problem for retail investors seeking to maintain 

a disciplined bitcoin allocation: the high volatility requires frequent rebalancing that would trigger short-term capital 

gains. For many individuals, bitcoin funds held in taxable accounts generate tax-inefficient returns.

Solution 1: Investment-only variable products

Life insurers have an opportunity to provide policyholders with a solution to structure tax-efficient exposure to bitcoin. 

Offering bitcoin sub-account options for investment-only variable annuity (‘VA”) or variable universal life (“VUL”) 

policies would allow policyholders to defer taxes on premium contributions and capital gains until they cash the policy 

out. For policyholders that anticipate periodic rebalancing to keep a stable allocation to bitcoin, VA and VUL policies 

could offer meaningful tax efficiencies. Moreover, products with death benefits, like VUL, also offer an efficient estate 

planning tool, as accumulated returns may pass to beneficiaries without triggering a taxable event.
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From the perspective of a life insurer, offering an investment-only variable annuity or variable universal life policy with 

an option to invest in bitcoin may provide a capital-efficient source of fee revenue and differentiate the insurer’s fund 

lineup against peers. Moreover, since there are no guarantees, insurance companies would generally not be exposed to 

the price of bitcoin and would not need to institute complex hedging or ALM strategies to manage risk. One of the primary 

challenges for an insurer will be the ability to source bitcoin funds that can be used in investment only products. Private 

placement products using insurance dedicated funds are being launched before the end of Q3 2021. Variable annuities 

filed under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which are dependent on the launch of registered funds meeting daily 

pricing, leverage, liquidity, and other requirements, will be available soon thereafter. Consequently, investment-only 

variable products provide a “Phase 1” opportunity for insurers looking to introduce an innovative bitcoin offering, 

contingent on supporting funds coming to market.

Solution 2: Participating whole life

The low rate environment has been challenging for insurers offering participating whole life policies as continued 

pressure on investment returns translates to downward pressure on dividends that can be paid to policyholders. 

For participants who purchased their contracts to support tax-efficient savings, deteriorating dividends threaten the 

product’s value proposition.

One way insurers can support whole life participants may simply entail investing in bitcoin in their general accounts. 

As described above, bitcoin may be a valuable tool for diversifying returns and helping to offset the continued pressure 

on returns from the low rate environment. To the extent bitcoin supports higher average returns on general account 

investments, insurers should be able to offer higher dividends to their participants, though, of course, drawdowns may 

adversely affect dividends available to policyholders. 

However, a policyholder considering the interest rate environment and concerned about future inflation may prefer 

to directly invest in bitcoin to support their wealth accumulation goals, rather than only accessing bitcoin indirectly 

through an insurer’s general account. For such policyholders, insurers could allow policyholders to reinvest whole life 

dividends in a separate bitcoin fund (or an investment-only variable annuity) that exists outside the policy. Paying a 

dividend outside the policy may have tax consequences for policyholders, but allows them to build exposure to bitcoin 

without requiring a withdrawal from the policy.

We consider this to be a Phase 1 innovation contingent on insurers’ abilities to navigate the associated contractual, 

legal, and tax implications.

Solution 3: Company-owned life insurance

The solutions described above are largely tailored for the individual market. However, there are also opportunities for 

life insurers to provide bitcoin solutions within the institutional market. Many companies purchase company-owned 

life insurance (COLI) policies to help finance deferred compensation programs designed to attract and retain high 

performing employees. Insurers can help companies support deferred compensation programs by providing COLI 

policies with underlying funds that invest in bitcoin and accumulate on a tax-deferred basis.
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Like the investment-only variable products described above, COLI policies that offer bitcoin funds may be a Phase 1 

innovation; since guarantees are not written on the performance of underlying investments, little is required in the way 

of new ALM or risk management capabilities.48

Solution 4: Structured annuities

While investment-only variable solutions provide investors with a more tax-efficient way of investing in bitcoin, 

some policyholders may also seek downside protection given bitcoin’s significant volatility.49 By offering products 

that enable investors to gain exposure to bitcoin while maintaining some form of downside protection, insurers can 

serve investors who are interested in bitcoin but who are wary about the impact that drawdowns might have on their 

financial goals. Indeed structured annuities have won considerable popularity among investors concerned about 

large equity drawdowns. 

Structured annuities are potential solutions. Registered index-linked annuities (RILAs), sometimes known as structured 

deferred annuities or hybrid variable annuities, are typically sold with either a loss buffer, in which the insurance 

company insulates the policyholder from the first X% of losses, or with a loss floor, in which the company insulates 

the policyholder from losses after an X% drawdown.50 In exchange for protection on the downside, the policyholder 

gives up some upside through a return “cap,” which is typically determined based on prevailing market conditions, or 

by participating in only a fraction of the upside (a “participation rate”).51 Fixed indexed annuities offer a similar value 

proposition but guarantee the policyholder against a capital loss in exchange for less upside participation, whether in 

the form of a lower cap or a lower participation rate.52  

Limiting the potential for losses on the downside in return for capping some of the upside (in essence creating a 

“volatility-light” version of a bitcoin fund) removes one of the key impediments to bitcoin adoption and may represent a 

compelling value proposition that insurers are uniquely positioned to provide. 

To offer such products, insurers need to build comfort in their abilities to execute bitcoin hedging strategies, whether 

directly or through an outsourced manager, before allowing material allocations to bitcoin indices. Given the rapid 

evolution of the bitcoin derivatives markets, insurers may be able to offer bitcoin-linked structured annuities relatively 

soon as a Phase 2 product innovation, though some insurers may believe the derivatives markets are sufficiently 

developed to launch in the nearer-term (see the Box Note on ALM Considerations for further discussion).

Solution 5: Variable products with contractual guarantees

Some policyholders may want to participate more fully in potential price appreciation, but still want to protect their 

retirement and estate planning goals on the downside. For such investors, variable products with contractual guarantees 

may provide a compelling proposition, allowing account values to grow uncapped while still protecting financial goals.

48. However, insurers may need to adjust certain product features in light of bitcoin’s high expected volatility. For example, policies may 
include features that increase the face amount of the contract as account values rise. Large increases in bitcoin prices may result in higher 
face amounts, raising the cost of insurance (COI). If bitcoin prices fall, policyholders may not be able to support the higher COI with the lower 
account value. 49. Bitcoin’s volatility peaked above 100% on a realized 1-year basis multiple times over the past 3 years. As of April 2021, 
realized 1-year volatility was just over 65% and declining, which some investors believe may continue as institutional ownership rises.  50. For 
example, if the policy has a 10% loss buffer, and the index declines by 15%, the policyholder ’s account value declines by 5%. If the policy has a 
10% loss floor, and the index declines by 15%, the policyholder account value declines by 10%. 51. For example, if the cap is 12% and the index 
increases by 20%, the policyholder would experience a 12% return. 52. Fixed indexed annuities may have participation rates that determine 
how much of the index return a policyholder will receive—for example, an 80% participation rate implies that if the index increases 10%, the 
policyholder ’s return would be 8%.
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For example, a variable annuity with a living benefit rider such as a guaranteed lifetime withdrawal benefit (“GLWB”) 

would give the policyholder the right to a minimum level of income even if their account value is depleted and provide 

them with the peace of mind knowing that their downside is protected. Similarly, variable universal life policies with 

secondary guarantees (“GVUL”) that ensure the policy remains in force even if the account value can no longer support 

the cost of insurance allows a policyholder to participate in some of the upside knowing their death benefit is secure. In 

both cases, the policyholder is insulated against the risk of significant bitcoin underperformance but benefits from the 

long-term appreciation potential of the investment.

As with offering any guaranteed product, the guarantees expose insurers to the risk that bitcoin prices will decline. 

Insurers will need an ability to manage these risks by developing and executing bitcoin-related hedging strategies, and 

because of the complexity associated with hedging variable annuity guarantees, it may take time for insurers to build 

comfort with managing exposures. Assuming the continued development of bitcoin derivatives markets and bitcoin risk 

management capabilities, we expect to see these products as Phase 2 innovations.

4.1.2 Guaranteed income

For most individuals, the central challenge in retirement planning is maintaining a consistent and safe level of income 

while minimizing the risk that they will outlive their savings. Insurers play a critical role in helping individuals address 

that challenge: the longevity protection afforded by income annuities allows retirees to spend a greater share of their 

savings earlier in retirement without meaningfully increasing their risks of ruin.53  

E X H I B I T  1 3   |   5- and 10-year Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)

53. Anshul Shah, “Investing for Retirement: A Focus on Sustaining Income,” PIMCO, January 29, 2016, https://www.pimco.com/en-us/insights/
investment-strategies/featured-solutions/investing-for-retirement-a-focus-on-sustaining-income.
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Many income annuities, however, leave the policyholder exposed to inflation as living expenses increase over time; 

an extended period of higher inflation would materially damage the value of a policyholder’s guaranteed income.54 

For many policyholders, such risks aren’t simply academic; inflation needs to be planned for to make sure they can 

sustain a safe standard of living in retirement.55 Yet keeping up with inflation is no easy task in today’s environment: 

5- and 10-year Treasury bonds have produced negative yields when adjusted for inflation since January 2020, and 

$14 trillion in bonds trade at negative inflation-adjusted yields globally.56

While some institutions have been investing in bitcoin to protect against inflation, retail investors generally lack the 

same institutional-quality infrastructure to safely buy, hold, and sell. Among individuals who already own bitcoin, there 

is evidence they would prefer to access it through a trusted financial intermediary.57 Insurers have an opportunity to 

serve that role.

Solution 1: Bitcoin-converted benefit payments

In the face of falling real yields and rising breakeven inflation rates, policyholders may search for solutions to prepare 

for the possibility of continued inflation.58 Some policyholders may seek to diversify their exposure to local currency by 

taking benefit payments in bitcoin. Insurers can support policyholders by enabling optional income annuity payouts in 

bitcoin on new and existing contracts. 

Policyholders would continue to receive periodic payments with fixed USD values. At the point of payment, however, 

the policyholder may elect to convert some or all of their income to bitcoin at prevailing rates through their insurance 

company. While this solution does not solve a policyholders’ central problem—that their retirement income is exposed 

to inflation—it does offer policyholders a way to build a bitcoin allocation through a trusted partner, and thereby build a 

position in an asset that may provide a degree of inflation protection over time.

For insurers, offering a facility to convert payments to bitcoin carries no additional financial risk as their policyholder 

obligations, measured in USD, are unaffected. Consequently, we believe income annuities that convert benefit payments 

to bitcoin are a Phase 1 product innovation.

Solution 2: Bitcoin-denominated benefit payments

The above solution provides a method for policyholders to build up a bitcoin allocation—and potential inflation 

protection—over time. However, it does not directly address the central challenge facing retirees: that rising inflation 

could erode the purchasing power of their fixed income before they ever receive it. If inflation rises, retirees’ fixed 

incomes will buy less and less over time—less daily essentials and, to the extent it holds its value—less bitcoin. 

Converting dollar income to bitcoin may be a strategy to prepare for inflation before it occurs but will do little to help 

if the conversion happens after the fact.

From the perspective of a policyholder who believes bitcoin offers a degree of inflation protection, a more complete 

solution would offer a fixed bitcoin payout each period. Rather than providing annual payments of $50,000 per year, for 

example, an income annuity may offer a payment of 1 bitcoin per year or the dollar equivalent of 1 bitcoin per year. 

54. Some income annuities offer “annual increase options” that generally allow payments to increase 1–3% each year to neutralize inflation risk, 
but such features come at the price of lower initial payments, and are only effective if inflation remains around targets. 55. Inflation is a concern 
for investors even in the U.S., which has enjoyed long periods of relative price stability. Globally, the need for inflation-resistant assets is 
more acute and might result in bitcoin playing a larger role in financial services product innovation writ large. 56. U.S. Treasury (5- and 10-year 
Treasury yields). SLC Management March 2021 Investor Day (global bond yields). 57. A NYDIG survey found that 80% of bitcoin holders would 
move their bitcoin to a bank if they offered bitcoin storage. 58. From Q4 2019 to Q1 2021, real 5-year Treasury yields fell from (0.12%) to (1.62%). 
Over the same period, 5-year breakeven inflation rose from 0.49% to 2.54% (1.7% before COVID), exceeding 2% for the first time since 2018.
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However, while this solution may offer protection against inflation risk if bitcoin holds its value, it also exposes 

the policyholder to greater market risk. Income annuities are designed to support income consistency, ensuring 

policyholders will have a stable base to pay expenses without drawing down savings too quickly. At current levels of 

bitcoin volatility, policyholders would face significant uncertainty about whether each payment would be able to fund 

their living costs. Bitcoin income annuities are most attractive for investors who believe the dollar will depreciate versus 

bitcoin over the long term.

In addition to the challenges created by current levels of bitcoin volatility, offering guaranteed bitcoin payments 

exposes insurers to bitcoin price risk, which requires the development of new risk management capabilities (see the 

next section, “ALM Considerations,” for further discussion). Consequently, we consider bitcoin-denominated income 

annuities a potentially valuable innovation that may help address some of the key risks policyholders face in retirement, 

but which may be most successful as a Phase 3 offering.

59. For example, structured annuities have a specific contract payout profile that place a cap on upside and a buffer or floor on downside, and 
which can be replicated through options. Guarantees written on variable products behave like put options on bitcoin prices, with the value of 
the guarantee increasing as bitcoin prices fall.
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Asset liability management (ALM) 
considerations

Product innovations described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will require close scrutiny from product and risk managers. While 

the ALM strategies that insurers adopt may be analogous to those used for existing products, bitcoin-linked products 

introduce additional challenges. First, the trading volume in the bitcoin spot and derivatives markets has exploded in 

the past year but segments of the market remain volatile and illiquid when compared to traditional equity and fixed 

income markets. Second, products that pay fixed claims denominated in bitcoin require both the ability to manage 

general account bitcoin investments and strategies to manage the mismatch between dollar premiums and bitcoin 

payouts. The following sections elaborate on both sets of considerations.

Hedge strategy and execution

Some of the product concepts described in this paper create liabilities that would require insurers to hedge using 

derivatives.59 While conceptually similar to hedging equity and rate exposures created by traditional insurance 

products, insurers may face unique challenges hedging bitcoin exposures due to the relative newness of the bitcoin spot 

and derivatives markets and attendant price volatility and illiquidity in certain instruments. Critically, the challenges 

described below are likely to resolve as the market continues to grow, and indeed, the market’s rapid development has 

already mitigated many of them. Some insurers surveying the market may well conclude there is sufficient depth to 

effectively hedge exposures today.
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First, insurer hedging strategies need to consider challenges related to bitcoin volatility:

• Rebalancing risk: Many insurers hedge market exposures through “dynamic” programs that invest in futures and 

swaps and which are regularly rebalanced to match the liability. Such programs are vulnerable to large and sudden 

price movements—or jumps—making the risk particularly acute for bitcoin-based hedges given its historically high 

volatility. Consequently, insurers may choose to complement their dynamic hedge protection with instruments that 

require less frequent rebalancing (such as bitcoin options), but as discussed below, the market for options, and 

longer-dated options in particular, is still relatively illiquid.

• Liquidity risk: Collateral requirements for bitcoin hedging instruments are materially higher than for other 

assets insurers would typically own. For example, in the CME bitcoin futures markets, participants are required 

to post ~40% of the contract notional, compared to ~15% for equity options and ~4% for long dated interest rate 

swaps, though collateral requirements may be lower in bespoke over-the-counter trading arrangements. As 

with derivatives on traditional assets, insurers may need to post additional collateral as prices change; bitcoin’s 

high volatility may compound the risk. Moreover, collateral requirements may reduce the profitability of certain 

products. For example, insurers typically invest structured annuity premiums in bonds and use the yield to fund 

options purchases; the remainder helps cover expenses and supports the product’s profit margin. To ensure 

sufficient liquidity to post as collateral, however, an insurer may choose to invest a greater portion of the premium in 

lower yielding assets like Treasuries, Agencies, and A-rated bonds than it would have otherwise done.60 If insurers 

invest at lower yields, they will need to offer policyholders lower performance caps.

Second, insurers should consider how relative illiquidity in certain parts of the market may impact their abilities to 

execute hedging strategies. 

• Higher cost of hedging: Relative illiquidity in certain instruments may contribute to higher trading costs.61 For 

example, options liquidity is concentrated in 1 to 3 month tenors, with higher bid/asks at longer maturities. 

Because most traded options are short-dated and futures roll on a monthly basis (as opposed to quarterly for 

many contracts), insurers may also need to rebalance more frequently, compounding the cost.

• Risk of hedge breakage: Over the past several years, demand for futures has been concentrated among 

investors seeking a long bitcoin exposure with relatively few participants able or willing to take a short position. 

Consequently, the price of bitcoin futures has deviated significantly from the expected future bitcoin price, making 

it difficult for insurers to maintain target hedge coverage. Over the past year the annualized gap between futures 

and spot prices (sometimes known as “basis”) has frequently been in the range of 10 – 20%, though in the second 

quarter of 2021 it declined to less than 5% as shown in the chart below. It is unclear if or when the basis will increase 

again, but over the longer-term the gap may close if futures and spot markets further develop.

• Product design constraints: Insurers may need to tailor certain products to reflect the liquidity of hedge instruments 

available. For example, most structured annuities lock in performance caps for at least 1 year, where bitcoin options 

trading is considered illiquid. An insurer may need to modify the contract for more frequent cap resets, which could 

impact the overall value proposition.

60. While CME accepts corporate bonds as collateral, they generally must be rated A- or higher and receive a 20–30% haircut. Other acceptable 
collateral includes cash, Treasuries, Agencies and MBS, and other high quality assets. 61. For example, typical bid/offer spreads on bitcoin 
options are equivalent to approximately 6–7 volatility points.
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The challenges described above are expected from any new market. Trading on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange only 

commenced in 2017, and over-the-counter markets have only grown over the past few years. However, the market for 

bitcoin derivatives is growing rapidly. From December 2018 to April 2021, total bitcoin options open interest in onshore 

exchanges and offshore exchanges that may be accessible through over-the-counter markets rose from $125 million to 

almost  $15 billion.62 In the first quarter of 2021, daily volume of bitcoin futures across exchanges averaged approximately 

$70 billion, including approximately $3 billion of CME-traded futures. In fact, on the CME, there is greater daily volume 

in bitcoin futures than in traditional commodities like sugar, cattle, coffee, and cotton.

62. Source: Skew

E X H I B I T  15   |   Total BTC options open interest (November 2018–April 2021)
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E X H I B I T  16   |   Average daily volume of CME-traded futures, Q1 2021
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If the OTC and exchange-traded markets for bitcoin derivatives continue to grow at the current pace, conditions may 

soon be suitable for insurers to begin designing and testing products like structured annuities that rely on bitcoin 

hedging programs, and some insurers may choose to begin testing such programs more immediately.

Managing bitcoin-denominated claims

Some product concepts are not only sensitive to bitcoin prices, but create liabilities that are expected to be paid 

in bitcoin.63 While hedging may play a role, we believe insurers may seek to manage risk by investing directly in 

bitcoin funds. 

Consider bitcoin-denominated coverage for custodians, in which policyholders would buy insurance against the loss, 

theft, or destruction of private keys and be compensated for any loss with bitcoin (for example, if a policyholder with 

sufficient coverage loses private keys for 1,000 bitcoin, the policyholder would receive a claims payment of 1,000 

bitcoin). The value of the liability is a function of three components: the probability of a potential loss event, the severity 

of such an event (i.e., the percent of insured bitcoin lost), and the value of bitcoin at the time of the event. In order to 

manage the exposure to the value of bitcoin, an insurer seeking to match assets and liabilities would invest part of the 

premium in bitcoin, scaled to reflect the probability and severity of potential losses.64 The ability to manage general 

account investments in bitcoin is a core part of the ALM strategy for bitcoin-denominated products.

While investing in bitcoin funds helps manage insurers’ exposures to the price of bitcoin, insurers are still exposed 

between the time they quote a dollar premium based on prevailing bitcoin prices and the time the insurer receives and 

is able to convert the premium to bitcoin. This is analogous to the risk created by products like structured annuities 

where an advertised cap rate may become “stale” as the market moves. Managing the risk likely involves a combination 

of investments in operational efficiency (e.g., procedures to quickly rate/quote/bind, receive payment, and convert to 

bitcoin), pricing margins to absorb volatility, and potentially short-term hedging subject to the caveats described above. 

63. For Life & Annuity carriers, products include income annuities that make fixed bitcoin payments. For Property & Casualty carriers, products 
include bitcoin-denominated custodian coverages. 64. For reasons described in Section 3, we believe most insurers would specifically invest in a 
bitcoin fund, rather than directly in bitcoin. 
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Similarly, insurers will need to adapt pricing approaches if they seek to write products with recurring premiums. If 

premiums are fixed in U.S. dollars and the claim is fixed in bitcoin, the insurer is exposed to the same risk as described 

above: before the insurer receives the premium, the price of bitcoin might rise more than the insurer expected when 

pricing the policy. Given the potential complexity associated with managing the risk over long periods of time, none of 

the product development concepts described in this paper require recurring premiums.
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Managing policyholder expectations

Besides the ALM risks described above, insurers should also consider how their policies may behave in scenarios 

where bitcoin prices fall dramatically and how policyholders and other stakeholders may react. We call attention to 

two specific risks. 

First, large drawdowns may cause demand for bitcoin products to decline. As we note in prior sections, the virtuous 

cycle between user engagement and bitcoin prices can easily become a vicious cycle in which falling prices result in 

lower demand. Diverse product line-ups may help insurers stabilize demand through boom and bust cycles. In scenarios 

where bitcoin prices fall, investment-only variable annuities may appear relatively less compelling. However, periods 

of high volatility are precisely when the value proposition for products with downside protection, such as structured 

annuities and variable annuities with guarantees, may be most compelling.

Second, large drawdowns may raise conduct and reputational risks if they cause policyholders to experience significant 

losses. Given bitcoin’s newness, policyholder losses may draw greater scrutiny than those caused by equivalent equity 

drawdowns. Insurers should make sure investment risks are clearly communicated and consider what guardrails are 

needed to manage policyholders’ exposures to bitcoin (e.g., limiting the share of premium that can be allocated to 

bitcoin funds within a product).

4.2. Property & casualty product development concepts
Demand for P&C insurance is tied to institutional adoption of bitcoin. In the immediate term, institutions holding bitcoin 

reserves may prefer optional payout of claims in bitcoin on existing coverages to continue to build bitcoin exposure 

through a trusted partner. Beyond optional payout of claims in bitcoin, we believe there is opportunity to help institutions 

who take on bitcoin risk through their business manage that risk effectively. One path for P&C insurers may be to first 

serve companies within the bitcoin ecosystem before expanding to other industries as institutional adoption grows.
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4.2.1 Insure the bitcoin ecosystem

The bitcoin ecosystem has matured considerably over the past several years and continues to evolve to serve the needs 

of a growing institutional client base, and P&C insurers can provide compelling value to players within the ecosystem. 

For example, we believe P&C insurers can provide compelling value to custodians, who play a critical role safely storing 

bitcoin private keys on behalf of clients. In the course of their business, custodians assume significant risk: because 

bitcoin is effectively a bearer instrument that grants ownership to whoever holds an account’s private key, the loss, 

theft, or destruction of private keys managed by custodians exposes them and their clients to direct financial loss. 

Appropriately, to date the P&C market for cryptocurrency exposures has primarily focused on insuring the custody of 

digital assets like bitcoin. In the specie insurance market, insurers provide coverage against loss, damage, or destruction 

of private keys due to physical perils, employee theft, and third-party theft; coverage limits range from $20 million to 

over $600 million.65

However, insurance for bitcoin exposures is denominated in USD, creating a mismatch between the coverage and 

the underlying risk. As discussed previously, Binance, a Chinese cryptocurrency exchange and custodian, lost 2% of 

its bitcoin holdings in May 2019—then approximately 7,000 bitcoin worth $41 million. In May 2021, it would have been 

valued at roughly $260 million. Insurance coverage that would have protected 2% of holdings in 2019 would have 

protected approximately 0.3% in 2021.

P&C insurers may be able to support custodians and the clients they serve by offering coverage denominated in bitcoin 

rather than fiat currency. For example, a custodian might purchase coverage to fully protect up to one thousand bitcoin, 

rather than purchasing a policy with a $50 million limit, allowing coverage to scale with the price of bitcoin. Such 

terms may induce more custodians, some of whom view current policies as uneconomic in light of their robust security 

protocols, to purchase or increase coverage.
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65. Ryan Smith, “HUB Security, Marsh partner to offer insured crypto storage solution,” Insurance Business America, October 2, 2020, 
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/us/news/cyber/hub-security-marsh-partner-to-offer-insured-crypto-storage-solution-235170.aspx.
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4.2.2. Insure emerging use cases

Property & Casualty insurers evolve to reflect the ever-changing risks in the world around us. Over the past decade, 

for example, cyber risk insurance has grown at double digit rates, reflecting the increasing attention businesses must 

pay to cybersecurity risks in their normal operations. Now, we see the emergence of digital asset practices at major 

insurance brokers and increasing attention paid to bitcoin by leading P&C insurers, reflecting new interest in bitcoin 

from diverse groups of institutions. 

While we are in the early innings, there is evidence that institutional adoption—including among companies outside the 

bitcoin ecosystem like MicroStrategy and Square—is accelerating. Extrapolating forward, one could envision a world 

where meaningful pockets of economic activity are transacted between corporations whose preferred currency is 

bitcoin. In such a scenario, corporations would accumulate bitcoin-denominated exposures and P&C insurers would 

need to adapt their product lineups to reflect the new risks in the world.

As a simple example, consider two institutions that each hold bitcoin in their corporate treasuries: a U.S. company 

and a foreign buyer located in a politically volatile part of the world. They arrange to trade using bitcoin, creating 

a bitcoin-denominated receivable for the U.S. company. Trade credit insurance denominated in dollars leaves 

the U.S. company with uncertainty around whether the insurance policy will fully cover its potential losses—if 

bitcoin appreciates, dollar-denominated coverage may be insufficient. Insurers could more fully protect the U.S. 

company’s balance sheet by offering bitcoin-linked trade credit insurance.

Similarly, consider a farm located in an emerging economy. The farm may wish to purchase crop insurance, but 

cross-border costs and frictions, including those associated with foreign exchange, may prevent global insurers from 

serving that need. Bitcoin-denominated payouts may mitigate the friction to the extent they remove the complexity 

associated with managing foreign exchange risk in multiple currencies. Additionally, to the extent bitcoin is widely 

adopted as a store of value, farms may prefer bitcoin-denominated payouts as an additional degree of protection 

against the destabilizing effects catastrophes may have on local currencies.

The examples above are mundane but illustrative of a bigger point. The P&C market is a mirror for the risks in the 

world around us; the more bitcoin appears in our everyday lives, the more it will show up in even the most traditional 

insurance products.
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5. Conclusion

Insurers today face challenges on all sides of their business, from low investment yields, to saturated markets to 

product commoditization. Collectively, these challenges imperil insurers’ abilities to make good on their promises to 

policyholders and maintain their place and relevance in society as leading providers of financial and psychological well-

being. Now, institutions with hundred year-plus legacies are searching tirelessly for tools to address these challenges 

and lay the foundation for the decades that stretch before us.

Bitcoin deserves to be considered as one of those tools. Recent market developments have converged to enable greater 

institutional adoption, and the balance of evidence suggests bitcoin should have some role to play in both an insurer’s 

asset strategy and product strategy. Some insurers are already moving in this direction, a development that would have 

strained imagination even a few years ago. Whatever rallies, crashes, or headlines the coming years bring, we believe it 

is time for insurers to ask themselves how they will prepare for a potential world in which bitcoin demands the attention 

of the markets, their peers, and their policyholders.
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DISCLOSURES

This report has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not represent investment advice or provide 

an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties nor does it constitute an offer, solicitation 

or a recommendation to buy or sell any particular security or instrument or to adopt any investment strategy. Charts 

and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. This report does not represent valuation judgments with 

respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or sector that may be described or referenced herein and does not 

represent a formal or official view of New York Digital Investment Group or its affiliates (collectively, “NYDIG”). 

It should not be assumed that NYDIG will make investment recommendations in the future that are consistent with the 

views expressed herein, or use any or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described herein in managing client 

accounts. NYDIG may have positions (long or short) or engage in securities transactions that are not consistent with the 

information and views expressed in this report. 

There can be no assurance that any investment strategy or technique will be successful. Historic market trends are not 

reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment, which may differ 

materially, and should not be relied upon as such. Target or recommended allocations contained herein are subject 

to change. There is no assurance that such allocations will produce the desired results. The investment strategies, 

techniques or philosophies discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment 

objectives and financial situation. 

The information provided herein is valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date hereof (or such other date 

as may be indicated herein) and no undertaking has been made to update the information, which may be superseded by 

subsequent market events or for other reasons. The information in this report may contain projections or other forward-

looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies, techniques or 

investment philosophies described herein. NYDIG neither assumes any duty to nor undertakes to update any forward-

looking statements. There is no assurance that any forward-looking events or targets will be achieved, and actual 

outcomes may be significantly different from those shown herein. The information in this report, including statements 

concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded 

by subsequent market events or for other reasons. 

Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, are from sources believed to be 

reliable. However, NYDIG makes no representation as to the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information 

and has accepted the information without further verification. No warranty is given as to the accuracy, adequacy or 

completeness of such information. No responsibility is taken for changes in market conditions or laws or regulations 

and no obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions that occur subsequent to the 

date hereof.

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment 

or other decision. Legal advice can only be provided by legal counsel. Before deciding to proceed with any investment, 

investors should review all relevant investment considerations and consult with their own advisors. Any decision to 

invest should be made solely in reliance upon the definitive offering documents for the investment. NYDIG shall have 

no liability to any third party in respect of this report or any actions taken or decisions made as a consequence of the 

information set forth herein. By accepting this report, the recipient acknowledges its understanding and acceptance of 

the foregoing terms.
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